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Online Reconfiguration of IoT Applications in the Fog: The Information-Coordination Trade-off

Bruno Donassolo, Arnaud Legrand, Panayotis Mertikopoulos, and Ilhem Fajjari

Abstract—The evolution of the Internet of Things (IoT) is driving an extraordinary growth of traffic and processing demands, persuading 5G players to change their infrastructures. In this context, Fog computing emerges as a potential solution, providing nearby resources to run IoT applications. However, the Fog raises several challenges which hinders its adoption. In this paper, we consider the reconfiguration problem, i.e., how to dynamically adapt the placement of IoT applications running on the Fog, depending on application needs and evolution of resource usage. We propose and evaluate a series of reconfiguration algorithms, based on both online scheduling and online learning approaches. Through an extensive set of experiments in a realistic testbed, we demonstrate that the performance strongly depends on the quality and availability of information from both Fog infrastructure and IoT applications. This information mainly concerns the application’s resource usage (estimated by the user during the design of the application) and the availability of resources in the infrastructure (collected by commercial off-the-shelf monitoring tools). Finally, we show that a reactive and greedy strategy, which relies on this additional information, can overcome the performance of state-of-the-art online learning algorithms, even in a scenario with inaccurate information.

Index Terms—Fog computing, Internet of Things, Reconfiguration, Online learning, Online scheduling

1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid increase in the number of IoT (Internet of Things) devices is transforming IoT applications, bringing new challenges to 5G players and their infrastructures. These revolutionary IoT applications have growing traffic and stringent requirements that Cloud infrastructures are struggling to meet. In this context, Fog computing comes to bridge Cloud data centers and edge devices, providing nearby resources to run IoT applications. To do so, Fog computing relies on geographically distributed and heterogeneous devices, called Fog nodes. The latter perform nearby analytics and data storage, and they can be either virtualized or physical, depending on the hardware characteristics. Thus, by taking advantage of all resources available in the spectrum between sensors and the Cloud, the Fog can ensure low delay for latency-sensitive applications and high processing capabilities for data-intensive ones.

The geo-distribution and heterogeneity of Fog nodes raise new challenges for the management of IoT applications. More specifically, one important issue is how to guarantee a high-level quality of service during the application’s lifetime. In this perspective, the orchestration of IoT applications in the Fog is the cornerstone that handles the life cycle management of multi-component IoT applications. Orchestrator missions include managing the reconfiguration of IoT applications running on the Fog environment. The reconfiguration aims to adapt the resources used by applications to satisfy the quality of service and maintain their smooth execution.

Several mechanisms, such as the horizontal/vertical scaling or the migration of an application’s component, can be leveraged. In this paper, we address the problem of resource allocation for IoT applications in a large, distributed and heterogeneous environment such as the Fog. In particular, migration is used as reconfiguration mechanism to modify the resource allocation of IoT applications. We conduct an in-depth and comparative study of diverse reconfiguration strategies in a realistic Fog environment and show how the availability and reliability of information about infrastructure and applications can affect their performance. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1) We evaluate a total of twelve reconfiguration strategies based on different approaches, ranging from simple baseline strategies to sophisticated online learning and online scheduling strategies.
2) We rely on a unified experimental framework for Fog computing which enables us to evaluate and compare the different strategies in a fair and realistic manner.
3) Through an extensive analysis of the monitoring data, we identify the essential characteristics of each strategy as well as their impact on overall performance, which allowed us to propose substantial improvements to state-of-the-art strategies.
4) Each of these strategies is studied in two distinct scenarios with different levels of information. In the first scenario, we show how strategies can take advantage of faithful application information provided by developers to describe their resource requirements. In the second scenario, on the other hand, we assess the performance of the strategies when this information is inaccurate.
5) Finally, we demonstrate that although off-the-shelf learning strategies are ineffective, reactive and greedy but informed strategies can achieve very good perfor-
mance, even when compared to the situation where one would have access to a perfect and clairvoyant knowledge on the evolution in resource usage of each application. Surprisingly, these strategies perform well even in a scenario with inaccurate information.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview about the Fog, IoT applications and the reconfiguration problem. In Section 3, we describe some related work on online reconfiguration algorithms. The experimental details about the platform, workload and orchestrator are presented in Section 4, while Section 5 describes the rules of the game. In Section 6, we present the reconfiguration strategies along with an analysis of their performance in an faithful context. The analysis of their performance in a scenario with inaccurate information is presented in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 draws out conclusions and the research perspectives.

## 2 Configuration of IoT Applications in the Fog: Context and Challenges

### 2.1 Fog & IoT

Fog computing has emerged as an alternative to deal with the burden of data-centers and network in Cloud infrastructures. By extending the Cloud towards the edge of the network, the Fog is capable of supporting the geographically distributed, latency sensitive or bandwidth intensive IoT applications. The term Fog was first proposed by Cisco [1], and its name comes directly from nature, as the fog can be seen as clouds near the ground.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End Devices</th>
<th>Fog</th>
<th>Cloud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensors</td>
<td>Mist</td>
<td>High Fog Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuators</td>
<td>Real-time processing</td>
<td>Massive processing and storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited processing and storage</td>
<td>5ms - 20ms</td>
<td>&gt; 20ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Fog Infrastructure

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical Fog environment, which provides computing, storage and network services anywhere along the continuum from Cloud to end users. We refer as Fog nodes all devices that can run IoT applications between end devices and the Cloud, either in the Mist or High Fog layers. Fog nodes perform nearby analytics and data storage to IoT applications. They differ greatly in terms of hardware and software capabilities. In this complex, large-scale, distributed and heterogeneous platform, IoT applications must be properly managed to run efficiently.

IoT applications running on a Fog environment face several challenges, such as heterogeneity, geo-distribution and limited resources. In this context, micro-services arise as a promising model to cope with these challenges [2]. An IoT application is composed of a set of these building blocks, called micro-services, which communicate together. Each micro-service is responsible for implementing a tiny part of the business logic, and by putting many micro-services together, a complete, end-to-end IoT service can be easily implemented.

In this scenario, an application can be seen as a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph), where nodes are micro-services and edges represent the message stream exchanged between them. In this graph, the IoT sensors are typically the source of the information, sensing the environment and sending the measured data to parent nodes for further processing. Fig. 2 illustrates a Smart Traffic Light application, responsible for adjusting the timing of traffic lights following the cars and pedestrians movement. This 3-layer application presents important characteristics of IoT applications running on the Fog, such as longevity and QoS (Quality of Service) requirements. In the bottom, there are sensors and actuators that collect data and act in the environment, requiring low latency link for the modules in the upper layer. The collected data is sent to be analyzed by micro-services in the processing layer. In this layer, for example, the “Car Recognition” module requires high processing and memory capacity. Finally, the top layer is responsible for long-term analysis and optimization. All these requirements must be considered when placing the application since they may impact QoS perceived by the user.

![Fig. 2: Smart Traffic Light Application](image)

However, describing precisely the amount of resources required by an application is extremely challenging. In addition, the variability of applications over time makes their specification even harder. In our case, the processing needed by each component is closely related to the pedestrians and cars traffic at that moment. In this context, a new solution is needed to efficiently collect information about the application’s requirements, and consequently, fulfill its needs. One potential solution consists in enabling the application to describe its satisfaction level related to the available resources. The used metrics can vary from application to application, such as end-to-end delay, number of received messages, number of missed messages, etc. It is straightforward to see that monitoring an application, a posteriori or in an online manner, is more convenient than describing, a priori, all the possible scenarios and resources the application will need in the future.
2.2 The Reconfiguration Problem

In this section, we describe the main components of the reconfiguration problem that we will tackle later.

Fig. 3 presents a typical scenario addressed in this paper. It depicts the satisfaction metric corresponding to the average end-to-end elapsed time to process the application messages. Each colored line represents the aggregated average elapsed time of all applications in a single experiment, while the black line is the average performance for the strategy under study. The experiment includes two phases: ramp-up and online reconfiguration. The ramp-up is the initial deployment stage, where we assume that all applications arrive and are placed by the provisioning algorithm. During the online reconfiguration stage, the performances of the applications are optimized considering the resource usage evolution. Note that, even if an application enters the system later, it would be provisioned by the initial provisioning algorithm and, as typical IoT applications have a long life span, the system will reach a steady-state at some time in the future. For this reason, we believe that the conclusions are valid even if an IoT application arrives after the ramp-up phase. In this paper, we focus on strategies to be applied in the reconfiguration phase. The “Summary Stats” part in Fig. 3 exemplifies the results presented in the next sections, summarizing the average performance in the last hour of the experiment (“Area of Interest”).

The reconfiguration adjusts the placement of applications according to both applications and infrastructure evolution. The reconfiguration process receives as an input the application’s feedback with its current resources and decides whether the application should be reconfigured or not. Both reconfiguration decision and action vary according to the implemented strategy. The decision policy may be proactive, by regularly re-configuring the application to optimize its metric, or reactive, where we only reconfigure when its performance becomes unacceptable. Despite the multiple reconfiguration options available, such as horizontal or vertical scaling, in our work, we focus on the migration of the application’s components.

We highlight herein below some important characteristics of the interaction between IoT applications and the Fog environment which are relevant for the reconfiguration problem:

- **Distributed**: the Fog environment is distributed by nature. In the same vein, to achieve the scalability, the reconfiguration decision should be as decentralized as possible.
- **Online**: the long-running characteristic of IoT applications brings the online component to this problem, where applications change their behavior, and consequently, their resource usage over time, without any particular notification to the system.
- **Delayed information**: the large scale and resource constrained devices of the Fog environment make it very difficult to have an up-to-date and global view of resource utilization.
- **Inexact information**: the inexact information comes in two forms: i) the application’s description, which may contain imprecise details due to human errors and/or shortsighted view; and ii) infrastructure measurements, either by limitation in the tools used to measure or by the delay between the measure and its utilization.

3 RELATED WORK

3.1 Online Scheduling

Online scheduling is a vast research domain which aims to optimize the execution of jobs on hosts. A common HPC exploitation problem for example consists in scheduling parallel jobs in an environment with \( P \) identical hosts (e.g., a cluster) while minimizing the makespan, i.e., the time to finish executing all jobs. This problem is NP-hard but when all jobs are available up-front, heuristics with excellent worst-case guarantees are well-known (2 for list scheduling and even a PTAS for a fixed number of machines [5]). Unfortunately, in this context, the scheduler receives jobs that arrive over time and must be executed on a set of hosts. The arrival time of jobs is unknown, but once they arrive, its size and processing time are generally known. This lack of knowledge about job arrivals prevents the scheduler from finding optimal solutions. Therefore, considerable research has focused on finding solutions which are \( \rho \)-competitive i.e., which are never more than \( \rho \) times worse than the optimal offline solution.

Batches are often used to solve online scheduling problems in a greedy way. In this approach, a good schedule is computed for available jobs (first batch) using a guaranteed algorithm for the offline problem. All jobs arriving during the execution of the first batch are queued and constitute the new batch, which will be processed again using the guaranteed algorithm. The quality of guaranteed algorithm in the offline setting can thus often be transferred to the online setting. In [6] for example, the authors show that given an algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \), which is a \( \rho \)-approximation for the makespan, the batch procedure provides a \( 2\rho \)-competitive algorithm for the online version.

Some works apply a similar approach to deal with the reconfiguration in the Fog. The authors in [7–11] study the provisioning problem, i.e., where to run the applications’ components in the Fog infrastructure. In their proposals, the provisioning is modeled as an ILP (Integer Linear Programming) problem, considering the constraints in term of resources (e.g. CPU, RAM) used by applications in the model. By solving it, either by an exact solution or a heuristic, they provide satisfactory solutions given a certain objective function. The reconfiguration problem is managed by solving the ILP model periodically. This approach is adequate for
applications entering and leaving the system, but it is ill-suited to treat the evolution in resources usage of already running applications. Furthermore, this approach typically assumes that the available information is accurate and up-to-date.

In the same spirit, the authors in [12] propose the use of constraint programming to study the service placement in the Fog. A set of constraints describes the infrastructure, the applications and their requirements. Applications arrive by batch according to a Poisson law and the constraint solver is called in regular period of times to solve the model and optimize the service placement. In the evaluation scenario, the proposal achieves optimal solutions with low solving times compared to a traditional ILP solver, but it strongly depends on the accuracy of the infrastructure and application models.

In [13], the placement of an application is modeled as a time-graph, where nodes represent possible hosts to run the application and arrows are associated to some predicted cost. In this context, the off-line version of the problem is solved optimally. By building the time-graph associated to the placement in a certain time window and aggregating new jobs in batches, the authors claim that the online algorithm is $O(1)$-competitive for a broad family of cost functions. However, the effectiveness of this model strongly depends on the quality of the predicted cost for each node and arrow in the graph.

The available information about jobs and its quality is the main challenge when applying online scheduling strategies to study the reconfiguration in the Fog. Usually, the proposed approaches in this domain consider a full information scenario, in which the scheduler knows, after the arrival of the job in the system, its exact size and amount of resources needed, which allows to apply offline algorithms to the set of currently available jobs. However, IoT applications running on the Fog have a long lifespan and an unstable/unpredictable work size, hindering the use of online scheduling algorithms.

### 3.2 Online Learning

Online scheduling strategies seen in the previous section are studied in worst-case scenario (they are compared to the best possible offline solution and jobs may arrive at any time) through adversaries. It is also commonly assumed that job characteristics are disclosed at arrival by the scheduling algorithms and that the objective function of each job (stretch, flow, etc) can be perfectly calculated. However, all this information is not always available in the Fog environment. In this context, alternative approaches may be necessary to cope with the reconfiguration problem.

Some papers propose to solve the reconfiguration problem based on migrations, which are triggered by some threshold based metric. In [14], the authors propose the migration of proxy VMs, which link IoT devices to the target application, based on the bandwidth usage by the IoT device and the migration process. The Foglet programming infrastructure is propound in [15]. With it, the authors propose two migration strategies: i) QoS-driven which monitors the latency between Foglet agents to initiate the migration process; and ii) Workload-driven which monitors the utilization of resources (CPU, memory, etc) to trigger the migration. In both papers, the threshold metric relies on the monitoring of resource utilization to react properly to performance degradation.

Moreover, a complementary threshold based strategy is presented in [16] and [17]. In [17], the auto-scaling mechanism triggers a vertical scaling by adding more CPU and RAM resources to containers running the application. While in [16], although both vertical and horizontal auto-scaling mechanism are supported, application developers usually relies on horizontal scaling, increasing and/or decreasing the number of replicas based on the current resource utilization.

The aforementioned reactive approaches do not optimize any well-defined objective. To close the gap between the exact, but inflexible, objective function from online scheduling and the lack of objective from reactive strategies, online learning allows to study a broader scenario where objective functions may vary over time, e.g., following a (possibly non-stationary) stochastic process. In this context, the Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem has received remarkable attention in the last years, with application in many research fields. More precisely, in a MAB problem an agent is offered a set of arms $A = \{1, \ldots, A\}$ and at each time step $t = \{1, 2, \ldots, T\}$, the agent selects an arm $a_t \in A$ and receives a reward $r_t = u_t(a_t)$. The objective in this game is to maximize the cumulative reward $\sum_{t=1}^T r_t$. In order to compare the performance of different strategies, the notion of regret is introduced. Given the best possible arm $a^*$ in the hindsight of the horizon $T$, the regret is defined as $R = \sum_{t=1}^T (u_t(a^*) - u_t(a_t))$. There are two main classes of MAB problems which are differentiated according to the behavior of the reward perceived by agents: stochastic and adversarial.

In the stochastic setting, the reward of each arm $a \in A$ is associated to an unknown probability distribution. In consequence, the goal of the agent is to discover these distributions and exploit the arm with highest expected reward. In this context, the UCB (Upper Confidence Bound) [18] algorithm provides a simple solution for the MAB problem. As the name suggests, the idea of UCB is to compute an upper confidence bound on the mean reward of available arms. UCB is a deterministic strategy which exploits the arm with the highest bound, which will force the exploration of other arms when the uncertainty is too high. UCB achieves a regret in the order of $O(\log T)$, which is optimal [18].

Nevertheless, in many real problems the reward does not follow a stationary probability distribution and instead depends on external exogenous factors. Adversarial bandits address this situation by studying the case where the agent is facing an adversary who tries to minimize the cumulative agent’s reward. So, the reward $u_t(a)$ at instant $t$ does not follow a statistical distribution, but it is instead determined by the adversary right before letting the agent decide which arm $a_t$ she will play. In this case, there is no single optimal arm anymore and any deterministic strategy, such as UCB, can be exploited by the adversary to minimize the agent’s gain. The state of the art algorithm for adversarial

---

1. MAB inspiration comes from the casinos, where an agent is facing a set of slot machines with unknown probability rewards, and she wants to choose a strategy that maximizes his long-term cumulative income.
bandits is EXP3 [19], which stands for Exponential-weight algorithm for Exploration and Exploitation. EXP3 works by maintaining a probability vector with weights for each arm. At each time step $t$, the agents use this vector to decide randomly which arm $a_t$ she will play next. The received reward $r_t(a_t)$ is then used to update the relevant weight in the vector. In this hard scenario, EXP3 obtains a regret of $O(\sqrt{AT \log A})$ [19].

In a MAB setting, the agent chooses the next action $a_t$ from a predefined set of discrete actions $A$. On the other hand, in the Bandit Convex Optimization (BCO) framework, the agent chooses $a_t$ from a continuous space in $\mathbb{R}^n$ and has access only to the bandit feedback $f_t(a_t)$. In this context, the authors in [20] use the BanSaP (Bandit Saddle-Point) algorithm with partial feedback to study the offload of tasks in a Fog environment. BanSaP is also extended to take into account, and minimize, the number of violations of user’s defined constraints. In a scenario with one point feedback, BanSaP achieves a regret of $O(T^{3/4})$. Unfortunately, the BCO framework is not suitable for our environment because we have a limited and discrete set of hosts to which applications may migrate.

Finally, in the context of reinforcement learning algorithm, the authors in [21,22] propose the use of deep learning algorithms to study the task offloading problem in the Fog. Despite the great potential of deep learning algorithms in handling the reconfiguration problem due to their adaptability to different scenarios, the large amount of data required to properly train the neural networks poses several challenges in their analysis and use in real environments. For instance, to reproduce the work of [21] in our environment, a single experiment with 12,000 training steps would take about 33 hours to complete, which precludes the proper evaluation of these strategies.

4 Experimental Setup

Fog is a relatively new concept and hence, one of the main challenges when conducting studies is to have a proper experimental setup. To cope with this difficulty, most works rely on simulated environments which may not reflect the complexity of a real Fog environment. In our work, we first designed a realistic experimental environment to perform our reconfiguration studies. In this section, we briefly present how this setup was built. Note that all the traces and scripts used to generate the figures presented in this document are available at: https://gitlab.inria.fr/demourad/tpds-journal or https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5079486

4.1 The FITOR Platform

The Fog IoT Orchestrator [23], or FITOR for short, is the base for our experimental setup. FITOR’s architecture is depicted in Fig. 4, and it is composed of two main parts: i) the physical infrastructure is presented in the bottom of the figure, detailing the machines used and their connectivity; and ii) the Fog IoT Orchestrator in the top, describing the software components. The source code of the FITOR platform is available at: https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/https://gitlab.inria.fr/demourad/fitor.git

The infrastructure itself is also divided in two parts to be representative of a real Fog environment: The Fog layer and the End Devices/Mist layer. The Fog layer uses resources from the Grid’5000 platform [24], a large-scale testbed in France whose focus is to allow conducting reproducible experiments on parallel and distributed computing. Grid’5000 comprises a large amount of powerful resources, grouped in homogeneous clusters and dedicated network. In our experiments, we use a subset of available nodes to be our Fog nodes. In each Fog node, the software stack needed for running the IoT applications and for monitoring the node’s resources is deployed. Note that in this study, we do not model the Cloud layer. However, FITOR can be easily extended to consider the Cloud by selecting clusters from different locations in France.

Unfortunately Grid’5000 is not capable of emulating the characteristics present in the edge of the network. So, for the End Devices/Mist layer we had to rely on another platform, called FIT/IoT-LAB [25]. FIT/IoT-LAB is an open platform to perform IoT experiments, providing more than 2000 heterogeneous sensors nodes spread in different sites in France. From these nodes, A8 boards form the Mist layer, on which the software stack (IoT application and monitoring tools) runs directly on bare metal due to their constrained capacities. These nodes are generally used for control and have an Ethernet card that allows them to communicate with the Grid’5000 nodes through a VPN. Additionally, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the M3 boards (with light, temperature, pressure, accelerometer sensors similarly to the A8 boards) have global IPv6 addresses and communicate with a border router that forwards the messages to other nodes via SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol). In our experiments, however,
we restrict to A8 nodes and we emulate the data generated by our sensors. By doing so, we better control the behavior of our applications and can therefore create different application profiles.

4.1.2 The Orchestrator

The Fog IoT Orchestrator is responsible for the lifecycle management of IoT applications in the underlying Fog infrastructure. The upper part of Fig. 4 illustrates the components and the software stack used to build the orchestrator. The Service Descriptor enables the description of an IoT application, its building components and its requirements. Following its syntax and the actor and dataflow models, the developer describes the actors, their connections and their requirements in terms of both location and computational effort. Once the description is submitted, the Service Deployer handles the initial mapping between the application components and the infrastructure nodes, being responsible for the ramp-up phase as described in Fig. 5. The Service Scheduler is the focus of our paper and controls the IoT applications during the reconfiguration phase, as seen in Fig. 5. The scheduler in each host monitors the application’s execution, triggering migration actions when necessary to improve application’s performance. Finally, the Infrastructure Monitor is responsible for sketching out the telemetry information, extracting several resource metrics, such as CPU and RAM utilization, from Fog nodes and sending them to both service scheduler and deployer.

Several tools are used to provide the functionality needed for our experimental setup, such as running the IoT application and monitoring the infrastructure. Among them, a customized version of the Calvin framework is crucial. Calvin is an open source project led by Ericsson that provides a framework for developing IoT applications. Originally, Calvin focuses on the development of IoT applications on the Cloud. In order to use it in our experimental setup, we have extended its different modules (service descriptor, deployer and scheduler) to take into account the specificities of the Fog environment. The source code of the customized version is available at: https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/https://github.com/brunodonassolo/calvin-base/

4.2 Describing the Environment

In this section, we give insights into the experimental setup used in our tests, and we describe the parameters that characterize both platform, workload and orchestrator. We also present the typical scenario for our experiments and detail its parameters. This scenario is valid, unless explicitly stated otherwise, for the remaining of the paper.

4.2.1 Platform

The platform can be characterized by its: i) size, i.e., the total number of nodes in the platform; and ii) heterogeneity, representing the diversity of nodes present in the Fog infrastructure. In practice, these parameters are translated to a given number of nodes from both testbeds we use. In our experiments, we use 50 A8 nodes from FIT/IoT-LAB to represent the sensors, and 17 Dell PowerEdge C6100 nodes with Intel Xeon X5670 CPUs from Grid’5000 (2 of which being dedicated to the monitoring and experiment management), forming the Fog layer where applications run.

4.2.2 Workload

The first step when defining the workload for our experiments is deciding the application we will use. Inspired by the use case described in Section 2.1, we opt for a 3-level application, with one agent per level, as illustrated in Fig. 5. In the first level, Trigger agents emulate the sensors in the Fog environment, generating the data for the remaining actors of the application. The data is generated respecting the workload description detailed below. Moreover, Trigger agents must execute in the end-devices layer. Second, the Burn is responsible for processing the received data, consuming a high amount of resources, mainly CPU. In the end, the Sink is responsible for the long-term data analytics and for measuring the end-to-end delay to process the messages. Note that in our experiments, bandwidth and latency are not constrained resources and network requirements are indirectly handled by measuring the end-to-end time to process messages.

This type of model, albeit simplified, reflects the main characteristics of an IoT application and facilitates the workload customization. We note that defining a realistic workload is probably the most delicate and debatable part of such study. With the ongoing evolution of Fog and IoT applications, we are unaware of a comprehensive use case, containing a well detailed description of the behavior of IoT applications running on the Fog. Consequently, some parameters cited hereafter are cautiously configured, considering our infrastructure, to obtain a heterogeneous, complex but still manageable workload.

In our setup, we distinguish two kinds of applications: intensive and calm. The intensive applications are inspired by video streaming applications, whose video coding process accounts for 90% of the total delay. On the other hand, a calm application represents the processing of a simple information (e.g. reading a temperature sensor). The characteristics of the actors allow to describe the applications running on our platform, their heterogeneity and especially their evolution in resource utilization over time. To consider all these parameters, our workload is described by:

- Application load: by controlling the message sending rate of the Trigger and the processing load of the Burn agent for each message, we can adjust the behavior, in terms of resource consumption, of the applications in the workload. We describe the characteristics of our applications:
  - Intensive: these resource-consuming applications send a large amount of data (each application sends a fixed amount of 5 messages per seconds with a payload of 1024 bytes) to be processed, incurring a total load of 150 MI (millions of instructions) in the Burn agent and 7 MI in the Trigger. The intensive application load is calculated so that each fog host on our platform can run only one application satisfactorily at once.
  - Calm: these applications send fewer messages (only
1 message/s with the same payload) which require low processing (10 MI in Burn and 4 MI in Trigger) capacity.

- **Application heterogeneity**: is the mix of applications present in the workload. In our experiments, we target a workload as heterogeneous as possible as we aim at ensuring that all kind of applications equally benefit from the reconfiguration strategies. Thus, we opt for a 50/50

- **Satisfaction threshold**: the acceptable end-to-end delay for applications. Above this threshold, the applications do not meet their delay requirements with the current placement and should be migrated. In our setup, the threshold is set to 2 seconds in average over the last 20 messages, which is five times larger than typical delay when the platform is dedicated to the application.

Fig. 7: Workload - System Load (for an experiment). On the y-axis, we present the number of hosts that are close to the application but also on other active applications at the same time. With this personal feedback, agents restart the process by selecting (or not) a new host to execute.

We highlight that the parameters chosen for our workload lead to a quite complex and difficult environment to handle. The elevated number of intensive applications causes a high charge in the infrastructure, consequently leaving a smaller margin for improvements. Considering the number total of applications (50), their heterogeneity (50% calm/50% intensive) and churn, on average, we have 12.5 intensive applications running at the same time, which leads to a high system load as illustrated in Fig. 7. Besides, the application’s behavior is unpredictable and has an important impact on the overall performance of all applications.

### 4.2.3 Orchestrator

Besides the description of platform and workload made above, the orchestrator itself has several parameters that may impact in the experiments:

- **Provisioning strategy**: corresponds to the algorithm used in the ramp-up phase to decide the initial deployment of applications. In Section 6, we use the GO-FSP algorithm as proposed in [28], while in Section 7, applications are distributed to hosts in a round-robin manner. Note that after waiting for the system to stabilize (Figure 5), we did not observe any significant influence of the provisioning strategy on overall performance.

- **Reconfiguration strategy**: describes the algorithm used in the reconfiguration phase to adapt the placement of applications when necessary. Many strategies, inspired from online scheduling and online learning, are evaluated. These strategies are detailed later in Sections 6 and 7.

- **Maintenance interval**: defines the time frequency at which the orchestrator will verify the satisfaction of applications and will run the reconfiguration algorithm. The responsiveness of algorithms depends on this parameter. By default, we choose a 5 seconds maintenance interval.

- **Monitoring interval**: controls the update of host information about resource usage. In our setup, this parameter is configured to 60 seconds interval, which means that load information may be up to 1 minute out-dated. This is left intentionally high to obtain a difficult setup.

## 5 Game-Theoretic Formulation of the Re-configuration Problem

From the viewpoint of online learning, we consider a multi-agent setting (a game) where $J$ applications share $R$ hosts ($R = \{r_1, r_2, ..., r_R\}$). In each time step $t$ of $T$ in the game, each agent (or application) $j$ selects one action (or host) $a_j^t$ among $A_j \subset R$ possible actions. Note that each application takes its decision about $a_j^t$ independently, in parallel and without knowing the decision of other applications. The set of all placements at time step $t$ is denoted by $\pi_t = \{a_1^t, a_2^t, ..., a_J^t\}$. Given the current placement $\pi_t$, the applications will execute and measure their incurred cost $C_i(a_j^t | \pi_t)$. This cost not only depends on the current host assigned to the application but also on other active applications at the same time. With this personal feedback, agents restart the process by selecting (or not) a new host to execute.

2. Note that we adopt a simplified notation as an application has several actors to place. However, we believe that this is enough to convey intuitions without burdening the notations. Also, every host in $A_j$ has enough capacity to run the application if it was dedicated to it.
Algorithm 1 The Game

1: for \( t = 0 \) to \( T \) do
2: \quad for all \( j = 1 \) to \( J \) do in parallel
3: \quad \quad app \( j \) chooses host \( a_t^j = r_i \in \mathcal{A}^j \)
4: \quad \quad app \( j \) observes incurred cost \( C_t(a_t^j | \pi_t) \)
5: \quad \quad end for
6: \quad end for

The game is described in Algorithm 1. In this type of game, we are interested in the long-term cumulative performance of the system. Thus, our objective is to minimize the overall cost over \( \pi: \sum_{j=1}^J \sum_{t>0} C_t(a_t^j | \pi_t) \). In the rest of the paper, we consider three performance metrics:

1) **Average elapsed time**: represents the average end-to-end delay of messages received in last step time. End-to-end delay comprises the total time taken for a message to be transmitted from the Trigger, processed by the Burn and stored in the Sink agent, including network and processing delays. In order to calculate the end-to-end delay, we add a timestamp to the message when it is sent by the Trigger. Upon arrival at the Sink agent, we calculate the difference between the timestamps (note that clocks are synchronized on the platform).

2) **Total time above threshold**: describes the total time in seconds where the performance of applications wasn’t satisfactory and exceeds the threshold.

3) **Number of migrations**: corresponds to the total number of migrations performed by applications, higher numbers incur in important downtime for applications.

The primary cost function considered in our paper is the average elapsed time but the other two metrics are also monitored as they reflect interesting aspects of the strategy’s performance. Moreover, since we have two application classes (intensive and calm; cf. Section 4.2.2), we will split the performance among each class of application when presenting the results in the next sections (in the left the intensive applications which consume a high amount of resources, while in the right, the calm ones which have a small impact over the system load). In the "Summary Stats" part of Fig. 3, we present a typical result, where the “+” signal is the mean performance across all experiments, aggregated as explained above. The confidence interval is calculated as \( \text{mean} \pm 2 \times se \) (standard error). Despite the uncertainty of some results due to their high variance, we believe they convey us a good notion of the actual performance of strategies.

In Fig. 8 we detail a simplified game with 2 applications sharing 4 hosts. At a given instant, the host \( A \) decides to send the component Burn from application 1 to host \( C \), while the Burn from application 2 is migrated from host \( C \) to \( D \). The scheduler may decide to migrate only one component of the application or all components, depending on its strategy.

We must highlight two important points in these interactions:

- **Scheduler**: for simplification, we describe the interactions between hosts and applications, but the scheduler (or Calvin’s runtime) is the agent responsible for managing the applications running on the host. Although done independently for each application, it is the scheduler who takes the decision to migrate the application to another host.

- **Non-negotiable migrations**: the scheduler decides to send away applications to other hosts without prior communication. This can be seen in the figure when host \( C \) receives Burn\(^1\) even if it is already sending Burn\(^2\) to another host due to its current load.

These asynchronous and non-negotiable migrations may lead to extra migrations and, consequently, degraded performance. This effect is amplified due to the characteristics of the Fog environment, such as the delayed and inaccurate information.

### 6 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate a scenario where users have a good working knowledge of application and infrastructure characteristics, providing an accurate estimation about the resource utilization. In this scenario, resources are shared by applications whose performance depends mainly on concurrent applications on the same host. To analyze the evolution of applications’ behavior, the experiments last for 1 hour after the initial deployment of all applications (after ramp-up phase on Fig. 3).

Throughout this section, we will describe several reconfiguration strategies, ranging from simple baseline strategies to advanced online learning and greedy strategies. We opt for presenting them incrementally, explaining the motivations for implementing each strategy. Due to the large number and complexity of the reconfiguration strategies presented during this paper, we would like to point out to the readers the sections which summarize our main results: i) Table 2 summarizes and compares the key features of the reconfiguration strategies; ii) Fig. 12 and Fig. 15 present the results of these strategies in the scenario with reliable application information; and iii) Fig. 17 shows the performance of the strategies in the inaccurate information scenario.

#### 6.1 Baseline Strategies

The first step to proceed with the evaluation of our case study is the definition of the baseline strategies. This section details and presents the result of the three such strategies,
which vary in terms of policy and information used, ranging from simply maintaining the initial placement to having a total knowledge of the environment.

6.1.1 Lazy: no reconfiguration

Our first baseline, called Lazy, is the simplest possible strategy: maintaining the initial placement. Consequently, the applications remain in the initial host decided by the provisioning strategy, even if the current performance is degraded and the application requests its migration. In this case, the performance depends on the initial provisioning strategy, GO-FSP, and the application’s resource usage pattern.

As illustrated in Fig. 9, the Lazy strategy performs poorly, as shown by the huge average elapsed time of intensive applications. On the other hand, calm applications suffer only mildly from this situation because they use very few resources.

6.1.2 Anarchy: total freedom

The second baseline strategy, Anarchy, gives total freedom to applications to decide when they should migrate. The anarchy is a reactive and greedy strategy, which is implemented as follows: i) each application monitors its elapsed time and, when it reaches a predefined threshold, notifies the scheduler of the host on which it currently runs; ii) the scheduler runs a maintenance procedure in a fixed time interval, collecting all applications that notified their bad performance; iii) GO-FSP algorithm is executed for each application to find the best host to run it. GO-FSP makes its migration decision based on the description of the application provided by user, as well as its current view of the platform’s status, with the delay and inaccuracy incurred by the monitoring tools.

We can see in Fig. 9 a slight improvement for intensive applications compared to the Lazy strategy. In this case, a visible drawback is the large number of migrations done by these applications.

6.1.3 Totalitarian: clairvoyant dictatorship

The third baseline proposed for strategy comparison is called Totalitarian. In this strategy, an oracle, centralized and fully informed, controls the reconfiguration of all applications, dictating where they should run at each moment. Although not implementable in a real Fog scenario, this strategy gives a good target for the best possible performance for applications.

In particular, the Totalitarian is a proactive strategy which has a perfect knowledge about both infrastructure (the total of resources of each host is known, as well the remaining available resources) and applications (the strategy knows exactly when the application is active and the amount of resources used by it).

As input, the Totalitarian algorithm receives all wake-up/sleeping events of all applications. Then, just before the application is activated, the orchestrator checks whether the current host running the application is capable of bearing the additional load incurred by this application. If not, the GO-FSP algorithm is executed to find a new host. By acting proactively, the strategy can obtain an excellent performance and meet the QoS as required by the user. Note that we ensure this algorithm runs on a sufficiently fast machine.

As expected, Fig. 9 shows the excellent performance of the Totalitarian strategy. With a reduced number of migrations, it is capable of satisfying both intensive and calm applications, while improving by a factor of at least 2, the elapsed time for intensive applications. However, the information required by this strategy is extremely difficult to obtain because: i) the large scale of the Fog prevents an 100% accurate monitoring of the infrastructure and ii) the amount of resources used by applications depends on data collected by sensors, which are beyond the control of the Fog environment. Therefore, Totalitarian is a centralized and fully informed strategy, which makes it unsuitable for the Fog environment. In the next section, we will study some distributed and less informed learning strategies.

6.2 Online Learning Strategies

In this section, we describe the online learning based algorithms used to solve the reconfiguration problem. Initially, we evaluate the performance of some state-of-the-art algorithms in our realistic Fog environment, recognizing the main issues that influence their performance. Based on this information, we were able to adapt them to our Fog context, proposing several natural but non-trivial improvements. Thanks to these new strategies proposed and implemented, we have been able to mitigate the main problems identified with the state-of-the-art strategies. To ease the reading of the different learning strategies presented, Table 1 describes the common notations they use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a_i^j$</td>
<td>the host chosen by application $j$ at time step $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{a,t}^j$</td>
<td>the reward obtained by application $j$ at time $t$ when choosing host $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\mu}_{a,t}^j$</td>
<td>the empirical mean reward observed by application $j$ for host $a$ up to time $t$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: Common notations used by the strategies

6.2.1 UCB: stochastic

The first learning strategy we explored is UCB (Upper Confidence Bound) which has excellent regret properties in the
stochastic case [29]. UCB is a proactive algorithm which works with minimal information, trying to optimize the performance of applications by looking only to their feedback. For each application $j$ in our environment, UCB selects the next host $a_{t+1}^j$ to run $j$, as follows (with tuning parameter $\alpha = 3$ as convergence is guaranteed only when $\alpha > 2$):

$$a_{t+1}^j = \arg \max_{a \in A^j} \left\{ \hat{\mu}_{a,t}^j + \sqrt{\frac{\alpha \log t}{2 n_a^j}} \right\},$$  

(1)

where $n_a^j$ is the number of times the action was selected, and where the first term in [.] $\hat{\mu}_{a,t}^j$, is the empirical mean reward observed by application $j$ for host $a$, calculated as

$$\hat{\mu}_{a,t}^j = \frac{1}{n_a^j} \sum_{a \in A} \mu_{a,t}^j.$$  

Equation (1) expects a positive reward which it aims to maximize. However, we use the average elapsed time to host.
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conversion is guaranteed only when $\alpha > 2$):

$$a_{t+1}^j = \arg \max_{a \in A^j} \left\{ \hat{\mu}_{a,t}^j + \sqrt{\frac{\alpha \log t}{2 n_a^j}} \right\},$$  

(1)

where $n_a^j$ is the number of times the action was selected, and where the first term in [.] $\hat{\mu}_{a,t}^j$, is the empirical mean reward observed by application $j$ for host $a$, calculated as

$$\hat{\mu}_{a,t}^j = \frac{1}{n_a^j} \sum_{a \in A} \mu_{a,t}^j.$$  

$\hat{\mu}_{a,t}^j$ drives the exploit of the host with the highest empirical reward so far. On the other hand, the second term in [.] drives the exploration in the algorithm, indicating the confidence of the algorithm on the current reward for each host.

Equation (1) expects a positive reward which it aims to maximize. However, we use the average elapsed time to drive the performance of our applications. To translate the average elapsed time $e$ to a positive reward, we use the following equation

$$\mu_{a,t}^j = \max \left(0, \frac{\epsilon_{\text{max}} - e}{\epsilon_{\text{max}}} \right),$$  

(2)

where $\epsilon_{\text{max}} = 10$ is the highest value for which the host receives a reward for running the application. We have chosen $\epsilon_{\text{max}} = 10$ s to have a positive reward and differentiate nodes whose performance is close to the 2-seconds satisfaction threshold.

Furthermore, our implementation of UCB only has a partial view of the system since we reduced the number of possible hosts for each application to $|A^j| = 5$, randomly chosen to avoid selection bias and to distribute the applications among available hosts. Such a strategy was adopted to reduce the search space and to accelerate the learning rate. Moreover, to mitigate the effect of migrations on the elapsed time, we increased the maintenance interval from 5 to 10 s. Note that the same transformation (Eq. (2)), reduction of search space and maintenance interval are used in all learning algorithms we present.

Unfortunately, UCB assumes a stochastic setting and may not perform very well in a game context where each agent has to adapt to the others. In our experiments, UCB indeed has bad performance for both intensive and calm applications, as seen in Fig. 10, region A. The elapsed time is comparable to Lazy which does nothing, even for calm applications that are less resource demanding. This effect is explained by the high number of migrations done by the applications.

Moreover, the performance of applications running on each host is similar, depending more on the current applications running on the host. So, hosts are indistinguishable in terms of performance and UCB tends to alternate uniformly among all available hosts, unable to learn which are the best. In conclusion, the results obtained show the unfitness of UCB in our context.

6.2.2 EXP3: adversarial

In an adversarial context, EXP3 (EXPonential-weight algo-

rithm for EXPloration and EXPlotation) is known for having good regret properties. In terms of information used by the algorithm, it is similar to UCB, i.e., a proactive algorithm that uses only bandit feedback. In an adversarial scenario, EXP3 randomizes its arm selection to minimize the regret against the adversary. This is done by maintaining a reward vector $y$ and a probability vector $p$ for each application $j$, as follows

$$y_{t+1}^j = y_t^j + \eta v_{t}^j$$  

(3a)

$$p_{t+1}^j = \Lambda(y_{t+1}^j),$$  

(3b)

where the logit choice map $\Lambda$ is given by

$$\Lambda(v) = \frac{\exp(v_a)}{\sum_{a \in A} \exp(v_a)}.$$  

In each step $t$, the application selects a host based on the probability vector $p$ and will update its reward vector $y_t$ taking a step of $\eta = 0.1$. However, to update the reward vector, we need an unbiased estimator for the feedback vector $v_t$. This is achieved by the importance sampling technique

$$v_{t}^j = \begin{cases} \frac{y_{t}^j}{\alpha_{t}} & \text{if } a = a_{t}^j \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  

(4)

By dividing the observed feedback $y$ by the probability $p$, we obtain an unbiased estimator of the real feedback vector $\mu$, i.e., $\mathbb{E}[v_{t}^j] = \mu_{a,t}^j$.

The results for EXP3 are presented in region A of Fig. 10 and its performance is disappointing. In a close analysis, we could observe that the applications keep moving around the available hosts, degrading and creating instabilities in the performance. Consequently, EXP3 has difficulty to learn and to reach the equilibrium in this congestion game.

From the results of UCB and EXP3, we observe that both strategies undergo the same learning problem. Moreover, we can clearly see the impact of excessive exploration on the overall performance of these algorithms. Hence, in the following, we evaluate two adaptations of UCB and EXP3 that try to limit the number of migrations through a Migration-Control (MC) mechanism.

6.2.3 UCB-MC: migration control

UCB-MC (UCB with Migration-Control) is the implementation of the state-of-the-art UCB2 algorithm [18] whose main difference with UCB is that the plays are divided into epochs so that each arm is played during $O(T)$ consecutive time steps, where $N$ is an exponential function of the number of times the arm was played so far. By doing so, UCB2 reduces the switching cost from $O(T)$ to $O(\log(T))$ [18] while maintaining the $O(\log(T))$ optimal regret.

UCB-MC is still a proactive algorithm which tries different configurations to find the best one as follows:

$$a_{t+1}^j = \arg \max_{a \in A^j} \left\{ \hat{\mu}_{a,t}^j + \sqrt{\frac{(1 + \alpha)(1 + \ln (t/\tau(r_a^j)))}{2\tau(r_a^j)}} \right\},$$  

(5)
where \( \alpha = 0.1 \) and \( r_a^j \) is the number of epochs played by host \( a \) so far and \( \tau \) is the following exponential function

\[
\tau(r) = [(1 + \alpha)^r]
\]

We can see in Fig. 10, region B, that UCB-MC indeed does fewer migrations compared to UCB. However, the elapsed time is not significantly improved. Although the number of migrations is decreased, it reduces slowly in time, since the hosts are chosen in an almost uniform way (UCB-MC has the same learning issue as UCB). Consequently, the elapsed time is in the same order of magnitude as for UCB.

### 6.2.4 EXP3-MC: reactive migration control

Unfortunately, the regret for the adversarial case with switching costs is \( O(T^{2/3}) \) instead of \( O(\sqrt{T}) \) [30]. For this reason, we propose a different approach for EXP3 to handle with the switching cost. EXP3-MC (EXP3 with Migration Control) follows the same algorithm logic as EXP3, but the explorations are done only when the application has an unacceptable performance, i.e., it exceeds the threshold defined by the user. By doing so, EXP3-MC becomes a reactive algorithm, changing the placement of an application only when it is really needed.

Fig. 10, region B, shows a significant improvement in the elapsed time of intensive applications, along with a great reduction in the number of migrations done by applications. This result reinforces our understanding about the cost of explorations on the overall performance of applications. By being less aggressive in the learning and doing less migrations, the mean elapsed time for all applications tends to improve.

One obvious drawback of such solution is the learning rate. With the reduced number of explorations applications do, EXP3-MC is not capable of distinguishing among available hosts, and finishes by choosing almost uniformly the next host to run the application. This learning effect is amplified for calm applications, which use very few resources and do not migrate at all.

### 6.2.5 Hedge-MC: trading feedback for estimates

So far, the learning process of all the algorithms relied on partial information, i.e., they have access only to the feedback of current host running the application. In a full information context, where the algorithm has access to all feedback vector \( \nu_t \), the Hedge [31] algorithm has improved performance, achieving a regret of \( O(\sqrt{T}) \). However, as each application is running on only one host at time, it is impossible to obtain the exact feedback for other hosts at instant \( t \). To cope with this limitation, Hedge-MC (Hedge with Migration Control) uses an estimation function to calculate the expected feedback, using the partial and inaccurate information about applications and hosts.

The Hedge algorithm is similar to EXP3 as described in Eq. (3), the only change is the feedback vector \( \tilde{v} \):

\[
\tilde{v}_{a,t}^j = \begin{cases} 
\nu_{a,t}^j & \text{if } a = a_t^j \\
\text{f}_{est}(a) & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

\[ \text{Eq. (7)} \]

Fig. 11: Estimation function (\( f_{est} \)). Shape of \( f_{est} \) for an application that requests a CPU with at least 100 MIPS.

Eq. (7) relies on the estimation function \( f_{est} \) to provide a good estimation of the application feedback. In summary, as illustrated in Fig. 11, \( f_{est} \) accords a good feedback (close to 1) if the host has enough resources to run the application, considering the requirements of the application and the resources available on the host.

Hedge-MC shares the same migration control mechanism as EXP3-MC, i.e., applications are migrated only when the threshold is exceeded. When the migration must occur, Hedge-MC will follow the probability distribution which reflects the feedback obtained by the estimation function.

Note that both application and host information is noisy and imprecise, since it depends on the accuracy of user description and the update frequency of the monitoring tool. However, it provides a good estimation to improve the learning rate of Hedge-MC algorithm. As a result, we can see in region A of Fig. 12 a slight improvement in terms of elapsed time and number of migrations.

Furthermore, Fig. 12 introduces the results for the "time above threshold" metric which represents the total time that applications were unable to meet the expected threshold defined by users. We point out that this metric follows the behavior of elapsed time in our experimental scenario, and so, Hedge-MC is the one with best performance (just after our target Totalitarian). For calm applications, the impact is less noticeable due to the y-scale of this metric.

Finally, another important characteristic of Hedge-MC is its dependency on the estimation function. This is more perceptible when we compare between intensive and calm applications. The estimation function used is more accurate...
for intensive applications and so, Hedge-MC is able to distinguish among the available hosts. On the other hand, for calm applications, it estimates that all hosts have similar performance and consequently, Hedge-MC is incapable of learning. This can be seen by the similar performance between EXP3-MC and Hedge-MC.

6.2.6 Hedge-MC-TE: encouraging migrations

Despite the better performance of Hedge-MC, it is still a pure reactive algorithm which only migrates when needed. In this context, we may lose optimization opportunities because the elapsed time is just good enough, i.e., below the predefined threshold. On the other hand, we have seen that too many explorations degrade considerably the performance. For these reasons, we introduce Hedge-MC-TE which uses a mixed strategy to cautiously select some applications to migrate when we may improve the elapsed time. Hedge-MC-TE, where TE stands for Trial and Error, is inspired by the work of [13]. The general idea is to monitor the estimated feedback of all hosts, migrating when the performance of current host is not the optimal for some period of time.

Fig. 13 presents the state machine used to decide when an application should migrate. In the Content state, the application is in the best possible host. The transition to Watchful state happens when some other host has better predicted performance. If this occurs during more than \( n_{TE} = 10 \) times, the application is considered as Discontent and will trigger the migration. Hedge-MC-TE will choose the next host to receive the application following the vector \( p \), as described in Eq. (3). Note the global transition to Discontent which indicates that whenever the application is not satisfied with the current placement, it should be migrated.

Unfortunately, as we can see in Fig. 12 region B, the performance is not improved by this algorithm. Despite of the few additional migrations done by Hedge-MC-TE, their migration cost mitigates the possible gain induced by these new explorations. We believe that two main factors lead to this result: i) the estimation function is not precise enough to correctly identify the performance variation among hosts and ii) the applications and hosts are homogeneous, and so, the elapsed time tends to be similar between hosts, with no significant difference that this algorithm could exploit.

6.3 Greedy but Informed Strategies

The algorithms presented in Section 6.2 attempt to boost the applications’ performance by learning the best host for each, based on the feedback the applications experience and provide. In this section, we propose a different and more reactive approach, where the algorithms reconfigure the placement of application having bad performance, but in a controlled and informed manner. All algorithms in this section take advantage of the GO-FSP algorithm [28] to select the best host to run the application.

6.3.1 PC: distributed arbitration

PC (Partial Coordination) is motivated by the behavior of applications under Anarchy control. In such a case, many applications tend to migrate to the same host at the same time. Fig. 14 illustrates this case in a reduced scenario. Let’s consider two applications, A and B, running on hosts 1 and 2. At instant \( t_1 \), application A gets active and starts running. Its performance is satisfactory until application B gets active at \( t_2 \). At \( t_3 \), both applications have a poor performance and decide to migrate to the Host 2 which has 100% of CPU available. However, as both applications are now running at B, in the next step \( t_4 \), they will both decide to migrate back to host A. This ping-pong effect happens until \( t_6 \), where the application A gets inactive and so, B is capable of running with good performance, making the system stable again.

In this context, we propose two mechanisms to mitigate the "herd effect": i) selective migration: we opt for migrating only 1 application, selected at random among unsatisfied applications, per host per time frame; and ii) migration cooldown: after a migration is done, the source host waits for a period of time (10s) to stabilize performance, so that the remaining applications on the host have sufficient time to perceive the improvement in their elapsed time.
Fig. [15] shows the effectiveness of the proposed solution when comparing to both Anarchy and the best learning strategy, Hedge-MC. The improvements allow PC to reduce considerably the amount of migrations and the time above threshold (cf. region B). The elapsed time is, in consequence, closer to our target, the Totalitarian approach. Moreover, in region A, we highlight that PC also improves the elapsed time for calm applications, whose performance was hindered by the learning strategies. The improved performance by PC can be explained by two factors: i) the algorithm is nimble enough to reconfigure the application when needed and ii) the migration cooldown gives the necessary time to applications settle down in their current hosts.

### 6.3.2 PC-RIU: updating resource information

In the previous section, it has been proven that the performance of the applications can be improved by implementing a control mechanism in each host. This mechanism avoids the “herd effect” in a single host and its results are promising. Nevertheless, we noticed many schedulers were still taking their decision independently and based on not up-to-date information about hosts’ resource consumption. This can lead to a distributed “herd effect”, where different schedulers send their applications to the same host.

One way to cope with this problem is doing a partial update of hosts, selectively updating resource consumption information. PC-RIU (Partial Coordination with Runtime Information Update) solves this problem by requesting the update of resources utilization for the hosts being used in the migration process. For example, if host 1 decides to migrate an application to host 2, it will also request the host 2 to update its resource utilization. Thus, other hosts may base their migration decision on the up-to-date data from host 2, perhaps avoiding it and choosing another host for their applications.

In our case study, the majority of the “herd effect” was due to applications coming from the same host, as we could see in the previous section. However, despite the uncertainty of the measures, we can still see in Fig. [15] region C, a modest reduction in the number of migrations and in the time above threshold of PC-RIU compared to PC and. This is explained by the better decisions taken by hosts thanks to more up-to-date resource information. However, PC-RIU does not show a significant improvement in the elapsed time because we are already very close to the optimal Totalitarian performance (as seen in region A of Fig. [15]).

### 6.3.3 FC-RIU: short-sighted dictatorship

Finally, we present the impact of centralizing the reconfiguration decision in a single host. FC-RIU (Full Coordination with Runtime Information Update) extends the proposal in PC-RIU by centralizing the reconfiguration decision in a single entity. In this strategy, the applications request their reconfiguration to a centralized host. FC-RIU will then put together all requests and apply the same criteria adopted for PC and PC-RIU, i.e., one migration per time frame, the migration cooldown and update of resources. It is thus close to the Totalitarian strategy except it cannot foresee when applications will switch from Sleeping to Active and is thus Reactive.

---

**Fig. 15: Performance Evaluation for Greedy Strategies.** The strategies in bold (Anarchy, Totalitarian and Hedge-MC) are kept as a basis for comparison. Note that the y-axis scale has changed.

**TABLE 2: Strategies Classification.** The performance column summarizes the average elapsed time (in seconds) for intensive applications. ($0 \leq 0.75s, 0.75s < \bullet \leq 1s, \bullet > 1s$)

Table [2] summarizes and compares the different strategies presented in this section. The first column shows the strategy’s class according to its approach, online learning or scheduling. In the second column, we describe the mode how each strategy does the reconfiguration, proactively or reactively. We observe that this is an important factor that reflects in the strategy’s performance. More precisely, by passing from a proactive to a reactive approach, EXP3-MC considerably improves its performance compared to proactive ones, such as UCB, EXP3 and UCB-MC. This perfor-
mance gain is also valid for the other reactive approaches. In the information column, we describe the level of details available about the infrastructure and applications. Here, we highlight that the use of inaccurate information by Hedge-MC and greedy strategies gave a step further in the performance improvement. Although inaccurate and not very up-to-date, the extra information provided by the developer and the monitoring tools are important, impacting positively in the elapsed time of applications. Finally, in the last column, the coordination describes how application migration is organized. In the partial coordination, each scheduler coordinates the requests from its host, while in the full, all applications are coordinated by a centralized scheduler. Note that the partial coordination used by greedy strategies greatly improves performance. This effect is more noticeable when we compare the performance of Anarchy and PC, since the only difference between them is the partial coordination done by PC.

7 Evaluation: Affinity Scenario

In Section 6, we studied the case where users were able to accurately describe the resources needed by their applications. In this section, on the other hand, we present an application-host affinity scenario. In this setup, each application has hosts on which its performance is greatly enhanced. Ideally, applications should run on these special nodes. However this information is unknown when describing the resource utilization. We will see how this inaccurate information can affect the strategy’s performance and compare this affinity scenario with the previous non-affinity one.

7.1 Experiment Description

As previously discussed, the Fog environment presents a great heterogeneity in its infrastructure. Consequently, the performance of an application may vary from host to host due to the presence of specialized hardware. In this situation, the requirements described by the application developer may be inaccurate for some machines. To emulate this behavior in this experimental environment, we create an affinity between applications and hosts, where each application has three optimized hosts. When running on these optimized hosts, application performance is greatly improved and processing time at Burn is reduced. Note that, these optimized hosts are unknown for all the strategies.

The experiment follows the description provided in Section 4.2 with a few exceptions listed below:

- Duration: each experiment lasts for 2 hours after the initial provisioning.
- Application load: although the overall charge of the system remains the same, the application load changes: i) Calm: 0.5 message/s where each message consumes 20 MI (or 1 MI if running on an optimized host); ii) Intensive: 1 message/s and 150 MI per message (or 7.5 MI if running on an optimized host).

7.2 Baseline Strategies

We start our analysis by inspecting the results for the baseline strategies in Fig. 16. In this section, we chose to remove the results of the Lazy strategy from the baseline, due to its extremely poor performance.

As expected, the Totalitarian strategy achieves a quite good performance, especially for the time above threshold metric. By planning ahead, the Totalitarian is able to find acceptable hosts for applications, although not optimal, as we will see in the next sections. For the Anarchy strategy, we call attention to the high variability of the results, as we can see in the region A of Fig. 16. The Anarchy’s performance depends on the dynamicity of application migrations. For example, if an application migrates to an optimized host alone, without the "herd effect" described in Section 6.3.1 its performance will be satisfactory and it will stay there. However, if more applications migrate to the same host, the performance will be degraded and the application will migrate again.

7.3 Online Learning Strategies

7.3.1 UCB

The performance for learning strategies is presented in Fig. 16. Comparing this result with those obtained in Fig. 12, we note the impact of the scenario on the strategies’ performance. Unlike the previous scenario, for UCB, the elapsed time is close to the Totalitarian, despite the large number of migrations carried out by UCB. In fact, in the affinity scenario, UCB is able to learn the real performance of hosts, distinguishing, for each application, the bad hosts from the optimized ones. Moreover, UCB is able to properly exploit these best hosts, reducing the elapsed time for applications.

The figure shows a higher number of migrations and time above threshold than the Totalitarian strategy, but the tendency is their stabilization over time, at least for those applications that have found optimized hosts to run. This is a consequence of the learning process, as time goes by, the incertitude over the performance of hosts decreases and the UCB algorithm starts exploiting more the optimized hosts.

7.3.2 EXP3

Similar to the non-affinity scenario, EXP3 has the worst performance among learning strategies. In order to be effective
against malicious adversaries, EXP3 needs to be conservative in exploiting the best available hosts, and therefore, the elapsed time is considerably higher. This also leads to a larger number of migrations which negatively impact the elapsed time of applications. Finally, we note that stochastic based strategies, such as UCB, perform better in this affinity scenario as there is a clear structure to learn and exploit.

7.3.3 UCB-MC

The effectiveness of UCB-MC can be seen in Fig. 16. In this scenario, where hosts have different performances and the strategy has the appropriate migration control mechanism, UCB-MC excels and even outperforms the Totalitarian strategy. This effect is explained not only by the better performance of UCB-MC but also by the fact that the Totalitarian does not know about the optimized hosts and relies only on the erroneous information provided by the user.

The number of migrations is significantly lower than UCB and it has a direct impact over the elapsed time of applications, since the best hosts are selected more often. Therefore, the migration control acts positively and accelerates the stabilization of the performance. However, these initial explorations still impact considerably the time above threshold metric when the optimized host is not selected.

7.3.4 Hedge-MC

As in the previous scenario, Hedge-MC is also the best learning strategy for the affinity case, but for different reasons. In the previous scenario, Hedge-MC accelerates the congestion game solution, learning how to dispatch the applications on the available infrastructure. On the other hand, in the affinity scenario, the good performance is explained by its ability to find the optimized hosts. Although Hedge-MC does not use reliable user information to estimate the feedback, it eventually selects the optimized host to run the application. When this happens, the application is no longer interested in migrating and therefore remains on the current and optimized host.

We highlight some regions in Fig. 16 which show the differences between the proactive UCB-MC and reactive Hedge-MC strategies. In region B, the similar elapsed time indicates their capacity to find the optimized hosts, but for different reasons as explained before. Region C, in turn, shows the strong relation between migrations and time above threshold. In this case, the reactive approach achieves better performance because it disturbs less the environment with unnecessary explorations.

Nevertheless, the learning capacity of Hedge-MC in the affinity is worse than in the non-affinity scenario. This can be explained by the inadequacy of the estimation function which uses the imprecise information provided by user. This wrong feedback conflicts with the real feedback provided by the host when the application is running, disturbing the learning process. However, it is important to observe that the bad learning does not incur in more migrations because, as cited above, the applications tend to stay in the good hosts.

7.3.5 Hedge-MC-TE

Finally, the Hedge-MC-TE has a similar (but slightly worse) performance to Hedge-MC and comparable to that from the non-affinity scenario. In terms of elapsed time, the good performance is explained in the same way as for Hedge-MC, i.e., the inertia of applications once on a good host. As in the non-affinity scenario, the few more migrations done by Hedge-MC-TE do not lead to better performance. This is, once again, caused by the inability of the estimate function to give good approximation for the performance of applications.

7.3.6 Global Analysis

Note that the scenario has an important impact on the performance of the different strategies. In the affinity case, where strategies have a clear difference in the performance of hosts to exploit, UCB-MC has an average elapsed time close to Hedge-MC and Hedge-MC-TE, but with access to less information. More precisely, in the learning process, Hedge-MC and Hedge-MC-TE use the user and host information to estimate the complete feedback vector for all hosts, while UCB-MC relies only on the bandit feedback of the current host.

In addition, we emphasize that the results obtained in the affinity scenario point out the dependence of Hedge-MC and Hedge-MC-TE to a good estimation function. The learning process is linked to the capacity of this function to reflect the reality, even if there is some uncertainty. On the other hand, we see that the proposed migration control is able to circumvent this problem if there are efficient hosts to run the applications smoothly.

7.4 Greedy Strategies

In Fig. 17 we can see the performance for PC and PC-RIU greedy strategies. Note that we opt to remove from these tests the FC-RIU strategy, since it has the drawbacks brought by the centralization and its performance results do not pay off this extra cost. Analyzing the region A of the figure, we see that PC has a good performance and it is more stable than Hedge-MC in terms of elapsed time. In the first sight, this result is surprising since the strategies have no information about the best hosts to run the applications. Although PC and PC-RIU take their decisions based on the inaccurate application description provided by the user, eventually the application is placed in an optimized host. Also, these reactive approaches have the good property of staying in it once this happens.

Moreover, the effect of updating the resource utilization performed by PC-RIU is clear in the affinity scenario. Region B shows the lower number of migrations carried out by PC-RIU compared to PC, while region C presents the effect of this migration reduction in the time above threshold metric. In conclusion, we note that the policies implemented by PC-RIU (notably the selective migration, the migration cooldown and partial update of resource information) help the system to stabilize faster, achieving a very good overall performance for all metrics. Compared to classical learning strategies, the reactive strategies using informed placement mechanisms may not identify directly optimal placements but they quickly filter out bad decisions without resorting to a costly exploration.
8 Conclusion and Future Work

8.1 Summary of the Work
In this paper we have studied the reconfiguration of IoT applications in a Fog environment. To do so, we rely on an elaborate experimental framework which allowed us to evaluate different reconfiguration strategies in a fair and realistic manner. We have modeled our workload to reflect the main characteristics of an IoT application and application performance was analyzed using three relevant metrics: end-to-end delay, migrations and time above threshold.

Through an extensive set of experiments in two different scenarios, we have investigated which factors impact the performance of twelve reconfiguration strategies, based on both online scheduling and online learning paradigms. These two kind of strategies differ wildly in how they handle information and uncertainty: the first ones assume faithful load information about applications and platform is available to build good placements while the former ones mostly rely on measured end-to-end application performance.

We have observed that a greedy strategy, which uses load and application information to recompose a good placement when performance is unsatisfying, could obtain an overall performance comparable to the one of a fully clairvoyant strategy, provided a minimal coordination between applications was implemented. Surprisingly, this good performance remains even in a scenario with inaccurate information. Our analysis shows that the surprising robustness of these informed strategies stems from the fact that they can quickly filter out bad deployments.

8.2 Discussion and Guidelines
None of the classical online learning strategies was able to obtain satisfying performance, in particular because in our context, the numerous migrations required by the exploration are prohibitive. Our in-depth analysis of these strategies allowed us to mitigate this problem by designing a mildly informed and reactive learning strategy.

In a complex and heterogeneous platform such as the Fog, one cannot neglect the hidden costs incurred by the environment. Our experiments point out that the cost of migration is unbearable and must be mitigated when designing new reconfiguration strategies. In this context, using any available information on resource usage, even under uncertainty, can greatly improve performance.

8.3 Future Work
We identify several important perspectives that should be studied in future work. The first open perspective relates to the reconfiguration mechanism. The strategies we studied so far rely solely on migration, but other alternatives are possible. For example, in the context of cloud-native applications, horizontal scaling is widely used. A study to determine online how to scale the number of resources and what is the optimal number of replicas for each application would thus be quite instructive.

We also think that, different and more complex workloads should be considered to gain more insights on the efficiency of reconfiguration strategies. In our scenario, we opted for a relatively simple workload, with a 3-tier application that reflects the main characteristics of an IoT application. However, as the IoT and the Fog evolve and mature, more complex scenarios, possibly involving mobility and complex quality of service requirements, should be envisioned. In this context, a complex application, which collects data from multiple sensors and has multiple processing layers, has fewer resources to run. It is straightforward to see that this hierarchical processing can have an impact on the performance of different algorithms, especially those based on learning methods.

Finally, the evaluation methodology is another point that deserves special attention. Thanks to FITOR and the two experimental testbeds (Grid’5000 and FIT/IoT-LAB), we were able to execute synthetic applications in our experiments but only at a relatively limited scale. The lessons learned when building and experimenting with this environment will be used to calibrate and design a faithful simulation environment that will allow to conduct realistic evaluations in large-scale scenarios.
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